The influence of stimulus properties, complexity, and contingency on the stability and variability of ongoing and evoked activity in human auditory cortex.
The real-time, single-trial activity in the human auditory cortex was extracted from magnetoencephalographic signals. A predictor of single-trial activity was defined as the sum of the average response and a mean-free base level computed over a range of base times. For simple stimuli the residual (predicted-actual) activity had a stimulus-independent oscillatory (10 Hz) component. This component was larger and more durable in trained subjects, reaching saturation only in the most trained of the five subjects studied (S1). Changes in variability and associated reduction of the absolute value and duration of the oscillations were evident in experiments with stimuli loaded with information, saliency, or task contingency. Repetition reintroduces stimulus-independent oscillations very slowly. For S1, after training, the stimulus-independent oscillations were reestablished in the auditory cortices to the level seen for simple stimuli, except for the time periods and in the hemisphere associated with the combination of task demands and stimulus processing.